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The elementary system. — The basis of the present
organization of elementary education was formed under
the organic act of 1886, which codified all laws and decrees
relating to ''primary schools." This elementary system
includes not only,the "primary school7' (ecole primaire),
but the "higher primary school'; (ecole primaire superieur)
which continues it, the "maternal school" (ecole mater-
nelle) which precedes it, and certain variants of these
institutions (Fig. 77).x The maternal school is for pupils
from two to six years of age, the primary for those from
six to thirteen or possibly fourteen,2 and the higher primary
from thirteen or fourteen to sixteen. Attendance is com-
pulsory only in the primary school, but if a maternal or
a higher primary school has once been established in a
commune and receives state aid, it must be maintained for
a goodly period — a decade in the case of the former and
thirty years of the latter.
Separate primary schools for the two sexes are main-
tained in all communes over five hundred in population,
where the boys are taught by men and the girls by women.
In the smaller places where the schools are coeducational,
women are employed. Many of the primary schools of
the country have but one teacher, but where there are two
or more, there must be a principal (directeur or directrice),
who gives more or less time to supervision. The course
of study is divided into four levels — "preparatory,"
"elementary," "middle," and "higher.'7 Each of them
covers a period of two years, except the "preparatory/'
where there is but one, although sometimes the pupil
finishes the "higher" in a single year. Usually the second
1	The primary normal schools are also included in this system, but they
will be treated separately under " teacher preparation."
2	The age of compulsory education was raised to fourteen, by law in June,
1936.

